
Our company is looking to fill the role of consultant, pricing. If you are looking for
an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for consultant, pricing

Provides subject matter expertise to team members and applicable
internal/external stakeholders on complex assignments/projects for annuities
pricing
Providing direct price optimization domain support through sales calls, sales
tool development, and coaching for the salesforce on price optimization sales
strategies
Building a trusted relationship with the sales team and client account to
provide practical and theoretical guidance in the business value of proposed
solution and set proper expectations to ensure customer satisfaction
Develops and maintains a relationship with partners, key consultancies, and
system integrators to establish focused and effective strategic teaming
arrangements
Works closely with R&D, sales staff, sales management, and marketing staff
to ensure successful positioning of price optimization capabilities and that a
consistent message is communicated to our customers and/or business
partners
Builds credibility and trusted advisor status with clients
Work with Product Management to understand customer requirements and
price competitively
Work with business systems and process teams to ensure standard pricing is
up to date in Wholesale Portals and confirming various portals deliver
consistent and accurate pricing
Build relationships with Access Management to ensure maintenance of
accurate cost information for offnet services
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Qualifications for consultant, pricing

MBA skill preferred
Experience using the Pricing tool on the Enabling Sales & Performance
Measurement system
Students in their final years, or fresh graduates with a relevant major, Finance
/ Accounting, Business Administration, Economical Engineering
5+ years’ experience in an airline revenue management or pricing role
(experience in both a plus)
Experience working with an airline using O&D revenue management
preferred
3-5 years pricing experience in a Fortune 50 company, WW exposure,
software and solutions highly preferred


